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Leadership Coach Intensive
JOYCE MCEWEN CRANE, chair of the Leadership Coach Intensive and International
Coach Federation Certified Professional Coach highly recommends this program.
“If there’s one tool in my toolbox that has helped me be more effective and make
more progress on adaptive issues I face, it’s coaching, hands down! It has transformed
how I see the world, engaged my curiosity further than I thought it could be stretched,
and opened up a different way of being with people that is ten times more effective
than how I used to engage with them. If you seek a more effective method of
engagement with others that will transform their progress, (and yours too!) come
join us for the KLC Leadership Coach Intensive!”

Graduates of our Leadership Coach Intensive agree!
“Committing to the time and expense of the coaching intensive was not an easy
decision for me—but proved well worth it. Developing coaching competencies
has strengthened my leadership development work with churches and nonprofits.
I also find myself drawing on my coaching stance in all kinds of relationships—
in my community involvement, in engaging with young adults, even as a parent.
Lean into this generous learning community to support your goals for personal
and professional growth.”
HEIDI UNRUH
Congregations & Community Outreach Project - Consultant

“The Leadership Coach Intensive ignited a new passion in me. The first day, I thought
that coaching wasn’t for me, but by the end of the program, I felt more confident
as a coach and developed a real love for coaching. I’ve since launched Wilder
Leadership which offers training, presentations, and coaching. If you’re considering
attending, just do it! Even if you don’t want to become a coach, being more coach
like will improve your personal and professional relationships.”
EMILY WILDER, M.S.
University of Kansas Transportation Center – Associate Director

The Leadership Coach Intensive has proven valuable across all areas of my life. Not
only did it prepare me to launch my own coaching business but it also had a positive
impact on my current job as a manager, mom and wife. The concepts of creating space
for people and employing silence is probably the greatest growth I’ve had in relationships in years. I would consider this training valuable even if you’re not looking to be
a coach. Bonus, I met amazing people who continue to support and challenge me!
KRISTENA SHIFLETT
NetApp – Engineering Manager

Leadership Coach Intensive
“My participation in the intensive has helped me to be more intentional with the
way I listen, noticing energy shifts and pulling out themes that have been quite
impactful for change processes. Be ready to have your mind opened to a whole
new way of being and deep personal insights – allow yourself space and time
to process and integrate all you learn.”
ANDREA DALTON
Center for Trauma Informed Innovation,
Truman Medical Centers - Consultant and Trainer

“I learned how often my assumptions or interpretations of a situation often get
in the way of truly understanding what is going on or what needs to be done.
Come prepared to be completely challenged in how you think you are coaching.
I had no idea how often I tried to fix other people’s situations rather than helping
them develop the capacity to learn for themselves what was needed to make
progress in their situation.”
JESSICA SCHROCK-RINGENBERG
Center for Anabaptist Leadership and Learning - Director

“The KLC Leadership Coach Intensive is a unique blend of excellent coaching
development aligned with world-class ICF credentials and accreditation. It has the
added benefit of using a Harvard framework on adaptive leadership – so crucial in
today’s disruptive world. A remarkable team of KLC leaders empowers one with a
solid academic framework and practical, experiential learning. I have no hesitation
in recommending this program for aspirant and experienced coaches and leaders.”
ANNE PRATT
Harvard fellow and multi-awarded businesswoman

Please consider joining us!
“Our Leadership Coach Intensive graduates regularly cite their new coaching
skills as a difference maker in their ability to tap in to people’s greatest desires
and help move deliberately toward their aspired future. Whether applied with
individuals, teams or organizational systems, coaching is an invaluable and
continually renewable resource. Your teaching team will take great care in helping
you develop the mindset and skills that will best serve you when coaching.”
TIM LINK, MA, MCC
Master Certified Coach, Principal - Link Resource Group, Inc.,
Leadership Coaching and Organizational Consulting

